
Let’s Face the Realities

 è  Prices on average are up 12-15%  
and climbing,

 è  Lead times are extended by 30 -50% 
on some commodities

 è  Stock-outs are increasing unplanned  
downtime on revenue-generating assets

 è How are you mitigating the impact?

 è How are you covering your…assets?

Let’s Baseline Your FM/MRO 
Supply Chain Process

Many companies are experiencing price pressures, 

because of inflation, parts costs, rise of commodity 

prices (8-15% higher than last quarter!) stock-outs, etc.

Many organizations don’t know what they’re spending 

because they don’t have the visibility, let alone the 

capability to combat these rising costs! 

Understandably, this is impacting their ability to 

maintain their facilities and meet their KPIs.

Let’s Identify What’s Working,  
and Remedy What’s Not.

SDI is delivering reports with Actionable Insights & 

Recommendations to help customers assess how the 

“How do you execute on your goals when 
25% of your budget is unmanageable?”

It’s time to understand the risks & deficiencies of your 

suppliers & overall supply chain. It’s time to implement 

corrective actions and solutions to eliminate risk and 

improve overall supply chain & facilities performance. 

performance of their 

maintenance teams 

is impacted by the 

growing supply 

chain disruptions 

and downstream 

risks.

Let’s Talk Performance Outcomes

Our goal is to understand your objectives and how 

they’re measured. We first identify the pain, then root 

out the causes – internally and externally. We then 

structure benchmarking to optimize how supply chain 

fits into your workflows. With a deeper understanding of 

how both the supply chain and your internal processes 

are impacting performance, we recommend immediate 

steps for remediation, improvement and optimization 

that directly impact your KPIs:

 è Parts and supplies budget

 è First call completion

 è Mean-time to repair

 è Work order productivity (daily wrench time) 

Think Differently. Too often parts are an afterthought. 

This assessment helps align the relationship between 

 your parts supply chain and your ability to 

       deliver overall results.
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Expect more from your supply chain


